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TC In TC Out WHO SPOKEN WORDS TEXT 

00:01 00:06    

00:07 00:34 VO  Forty-nine miles off the coast of Valencia 
Spain is the picturesque Mediterranean 
island of Ibiza. 

Fittingly named after the Phoenician god 
of music, today Ibiza has become the 
dance music mecca of the world. 

Since the 1980s club-goers and DJs from 
around the globe have descended on 
clubs like Space, for hot, decadent fun. 
It’s here that DJs can make a name for 
themselves, and partygoers can dance 
away their troubles for days on end. 

 

 



00:45 00:50 VO  Legendary DJ Steve Lawler has been an 
influential force on Ibiza’s turntables since 
1995.  

00:51 00:58 Steve Lawler   

00:59 01:19 VO  As a child of the acid-house generation, 
Steve Lawler was making beats long 
before the genre was established in 
mainstream clubland. And he hasn’t 
stopped since. 

His tracks and remixes have defied the 
genre’s boundaries and have been 
released by some of the world’s biggest 
electronic dance music labels.  

Although Steve has rocked parties all over 
the world, Space on Ibiza remains one of 
his favorite spots.  

01:20 01:33 Steve    

01:53 02:23 Steve   



02:25 02:47 VO  Steve has put together a plan to bring one 
of his protégés, Alex Santer, aka DJ 
Detlef, to Ibiza. 

The young Greek DJ is signed to Steve’s 
record label, Viva Music, and has been 
told the trip will be a recording session 
with Steve. 

But Steve plans to surprise Alex with 
something that could launch his 
burgeoning career on an international 
scale– a DJ slot at Space’s opening party, 
one of Ibiza’s biggest events of the year.   

 

02:54 03:07 Alex   

03:10 03:19 Alex   

03:21 03:53 Alex   

03:56 04:21 Alex girlfriend and 
Alex convo 

  



04:22 04:40 Alex   

04:45 05:01 Alex   

05:12 05:29 Alex   

05:42 06:10 Alex   

06:22 06:40 Alex   

06:48 06:56 Alex   

06:58 07:17 Alex   

07:38 08:02 Alex   

08:06 08:34 Alex   

08:35 08:58 Alex and girlfriend 
conversation 

  

09:09 09:30 VO  Alex and his girlfriend realize that this trip 
to Ibiza is an important chance to work on 
his album and to reconnect with his 
mentor, Steve Lawler.  



Alex knows that Steve will be DJing 
Space’s legendary opening party. But he 
has no idea that his role at the club’s epic 
event, is going to be much bigger than he 
ever could’ve dreamed possible. 

09:49 09:59 Steve   

10:01 10:49 Steve and Alex 
conversation 

  

10:56 11:02 Steve and Alex 
convo 

  

11:03 11:24 Steve   

11:26 11:59 Steve and Alex 
convo 

  

   Commercial break 
 

12:07 12:38 VO  
Ibiza is known to partygoers around the 
world as the epicenter of electronic music 
culture  - for an up-and-coming artist like 



Alex Santer, aka Detlef, being able to 
spend time here working with his mentor, 
legendary DJ Steve Lawler - is a dream 
come true... But Steve has even bigger 
plans for his protege, he's secretly 
plotting to give Alex the opportunity to 
play an opening set at Space, island’s 
biggest party. 
 But first Steve wants to show Alex what 
the heart and soul of the world’s 
electronic music mecca is all about. 

 

12:40 13:11 Steve   

13:49 14:09 Steve   

14:13 14:32 VO  Since 1989 Space has been the nerve 
center of Ibiza’s dance music scene. 
Having won more awards than any other 
club in the world, it continues to attract 



the planet’s top DJs.  

In order to provide the legendary party 
atmosphere, 22 hours a day - all summer-
long, the Space opening celebration 
requires weeks of planning and 
preparation.  

 

 

14:37 14:48 Spanish dude   

14:50 15:04 Elder Spanish 
dude 

  

15:06 16:08 Steve and Alex 
convo 

  

16:09 16:22 Alex   

16:39 16:50 Steve   

16:58 17:29 Alex on the 
phone 

  



17:36 17:39 VO RC–really tight for VO here. A day before Space’s opening and Steve 
decides to continue Alex’s tour from a 
different vantage point. 

17:40 17:47 Steve   

18:01 18:46 Steve and Alex 
convo 

   

18:52 19:00 Steve   

19:00 19:03 VO RC–This is tight here. Maybe I have 

an old screener and this section has 

been lengthened? 

Whether spending the day relaxing on a 
boat, instead of practicing for his big DJ 
set, was a good idea for Alex… remains to 
be seen. 

 

19:17 19:22 VO  With just hours to go before the Space 
opening party, the easy-going Greek DJ is 
starting to show some nerves. 

19:24 19:44 Alex and Steve 
convo 

  



19:48 20:00 Steve   

20:02 21:09 Alex   

20:21 20:30 Alex   

20:37 20:59 Alex   

21:07 21:16 Steve   

21:25 21:43 Steve   

21:50 22:02 Alex   

22:09 22:24 Steve   

22:47 23:05 Alex   

     

     

     

 


